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Interactive Media Rules GmbH Android 4.1 + Version: $1.11.0 0 Travel The Old Man – very nice games in which you go on a trip, and games. The protagonist is an old man, you will manage him to drive aside. Visit different times of life, which will be different from each other. Update to version 1.11.0! Old



Mans Travel is an adventure game is an adventure game for Android Download latest versions of Old Mans Apk + OBB Data [Full Pay] 1.9.6 for Android from Apkoneconekha and direct linkOriginally published in apkonehack.com on May 10, 2018. To ensure the quality and the atmosphere of the
adventure/game app, people will always recommend users to download the latest version of Apk Man's Old Trip. You can download it directly from the Google Play store. But it will only give you the original version. No need to worry about the modified version with people having problems accessing the
Google Play Store or cannot download the app for any other reason. We are here to solve all your problems. Many websites claim to offer the latest in Apk Travel Old Man, but none of them really prove their points. However, sites that offer older links to older versions are not useful. People can't download
the Old Man Travel Trip from the Google Play Store for any reason, don't worry! The link we give you access to an updated version of the game, allowing users to unlock all levels and modes. All you have to do is go through the installation process to get the latest version of Travel Old Man Apk. Follow
Скачать Гости могут запразивать обновления! Old Man's Journey - необычный логический is on the steps, главным героем которого является славный дедуля, путезествуий по горным тропам. Путешествуя, он встречает множество персонажей и предается рассказам о своей жизни.
Игроку предстоит помочь старику в преодолении препятствий, взаимодействию с окружением и нахождению предметов. Пользователь сможет одним движением превратить холм в овраг, чтобы помочь герою пройти дальше. Игра имеет отличную рисованную графику, эмоциональный
сюжет, умиротворяющий саундтрек и душевную атмосферу. The story of the old man's journey begins with a letter from afar. The letters are still the most romantic bridge connecting people, no matter you live in the world, it lives in a corner, a letter of paper can still make people communications more
intimate. The letters are a bit less clear than the phone, but a little more mysterious; no video called so hatchback simultaneously, but they can avoid the relative shears eye. Words are always more elegant than words and may have emotions that can't be expressed. In love letters, Koji Watanabe sent
letters to love letters to fujii's latest fiancomer and put in a period of tenderness; of the lover of told, Kim Eun-ju and Han Hsien-hsun wonders of time and space to box magic women, a strange woman wrote a long letter to author R, describing long, pain life. This time when the letter is sent, it seems that it
has nothing to do with the person who wrote it, because their feelings poured out, no matter how happy and sad the person reading the letter is, and yet another story. The letter was received by an old white man, after opening the letter he was shipped to in a trip without hesitation, where is the
destination? Who is the send-off? What did the letter say? Nothing to say in the game, we can only follow the potbellied senior step by step at the end. At a young age, we always dreamed of conquering the mountains in our lives, as if we could prove ourselves only by crossing them. When George
Mallory, a famous English mountain, was asked why he wanted to climb Everest Mountain, he said: 'For the mountain. And finally he stayed there. So why does the old man, who live in loneliness loneliness on the beach, stay here? The adult is getting old and decomposed, physically tired, this mountain,
that water, this steop slope and cliffs are even harder to cross, but it gradually found that steop slopes are slow, the mountains will find, and even the water will follow it, and they will follow it, as if the world had fought and , ask him in his ear so they moved faster. The elderly man's journey has a total of ten
scenes. In the exquisitely manufactured world of thunderbird paintings, we will light his memory one by one and until the old stories are buried in his heart. Just walked out of the house, walked on several hills in the elderly over breathlessness, resting under a tree. Next to the tree is a raw ivy by outdoor
bars, scattered glasses, there are still hot lights that are connected to the tree above. Sitting on the roof of two couples of arguing rage, the rising sun slowly appears slowly in the mountains over there, the thoughts of seniors will also return in the same year. It was at a reception with a bright night which
the splendid fewos released their lives running on the sea and shone even more beautifully on her compact figure. It was at this very moment that the veil that just went down from the boat is known to have found a love for their lives. Leaving the sea bar, the seniors came to the city on the mountain, and
then there's no question how people live in isolation, but also some social needs. Here saw the naughty little boy throwing the folded paper plane into the sky, the old white hair on the way home laundered with the familiar music from the radio. Hotel at the high point of the city, the old elder sits again, a car
at the door, along with the young people playing guitar going all out. Falling in love with young lovers still loved adventure, from boat salesches to retirement with the purple female hair that traveled over thousands, drove to the beach, through the forest, to the misty, the faces of the Mountain Golf together
to enjoy the wonderful She looked her beautiful face, she couldn't help but said: 'If life is a period ups and down the journey, then I've seen the most beautiful scenery. Let the city live ashes, the elderly met a young and two old two to travel board games. Everyone on the road is equal. Regardless of who
you are a prime minister or old and young, you will face the same difficulties as long as you embark on a trip, and you will of course enjoy the same beautiful scenery. In abandoned chabby boats, workers rescued the ship already broken, and the old boat, like the dark red ship, gave the fever back and
brought it back the ancient time.-aPKAWArd.cOm although it had won the beautiful scene of life, but it was a veil, it still can't forget the blue sea. For the first time there are loved ones to pursue and have dreams of pursuing, and two happy ones together, and the two happy people bring me the most joy
and happiness in my dreams. At the time. So he thought of marrying him newly bought sailboats and fragrance in roses and champagne. Waking out of memories, the seniors boarded a small cruise across the sunset in gold as the seas shine. It was the sun, the sun looks at your fingers, but runs away.
Under the beacon of the pier, the old man looks at this wonderful look of exclamation. The bell is sounding, as if back to this day. It is also a beautiful afternoon, she and wearing a pure white dress, pregnant beautifully affected wife kissing. The location is still in the skin sail, knowing she had a heart-
searching adventure, but her marriage is looking forward to a calm and stable, living in the ocean is the biggest compromise. Leave the small town called Le Fare (French: Lighthouse) and take the old man on a travelling train. This is a short-distance train, walking through the beautiful mountains, I don't
know is not the illusion, the adult always feels that the scenery outside the window is also changing with their own attitude. The big cliffs slowly lower, slope bridges are also not smooth, looks ups and downs, but after passing through the same way as the plain. Only four guests in the box only, the seniors
in front of the bald-aged newspaper card can't bring sleep to the spot, showing off more in front of the girl playing with a toy plane. The girl smiled at the seniors with her red red hair and innocent smile, recalling her elderly daughter. As with their own hair colors also as sail, they were infatimate with the
sea, they flowed through the rain after simulation of the scene, the mouth of water made it back or the day sail. The train arrived in a village called Roche Sureau, and rolled up hills at landing fields and silently sheep in the grass, and outside the village there was a pillar by the sea, as if there were some
very few boats coming. In the piery above the cliff there is a tree hunter, old under the tree overloading the sea and the sky scenery of the In the city where he once lived, the sea town where he was married, gave birth and spent most of his life also having a pier, but there are many voices in the city
where he lives. Many ships return every day, with many navigator ships going to sea. But he can't travel due to family reasons, so for him and the pier forgotten anymore? His wife worked hard at the cooking and his daughter refused to leave her, but his eyes were inseparable from the sea. That he wasn't
here. The time is getting praise, a rare front pier to a huge cruise, the adult takes it across the quiet seas but deep seas. Without the sun, the ocean is dark and deep, and people familiar with the ocean weather know that this is the calm before the temperature. It should come. He's thinking about it, but the
road suddenly fights out. Pucks and stunts are no longer bright and soft, more and more like the ones it climbed through the peak and quick to forests, an intensive silent disappearance of the mountains and forest. As you prepared for the days before traveling, he said that pre-stalls were the hardest
phase of the trip and that you need to think about the way, consumption, and budget risk, and above all, you need to have a sensitive heart. Why should this be the case? The strong opposition of his wife and uninformed daughter made the family fall apart. He knew it was time to leave and stay, and he
couldn't conduct that stage. By the end of the road, he did not come back. By the end of the road he was empty and watching his daughter leave the day like a rhythm before the sea, calm, dark without withdrawal. Storms never came, in the misty value, the adult saw many hot air balloons, slowly floating
in the clear skies. He didn't know where the balloons of hot air went, just following the desire of the heart to take one of them. When the view of the sea is calm from the blue sky, it has the illusion of sailing into the ocean, and the memory is repaired. Is this the first day or day when it just started out? He
remembered not too clearly, the veil remembered themselves in this mountain, when the snow no longer melted, colorful balloons flying into the mountains, as inadvertently waved to the colorful points on white papers. Truly worthy travel ah, but unfortunately... Unfortunately, the ultimate beauty, beauty is
not over yet. Among the forest of the cascading, the seniors fell into a deep pool. Pouring the water into its internal organs, he is looking at lights floating in the water, he remembered that night in the polar region. Aurora slowly will flow through the middle of the night, but the elderly aren't pleasant. She
embraced the picture frame silently, the woman in red hair in the photo was always smiling. The original is more beautiful but once. Travel is not the end, be careful to go home, then back to draw. The elderly had a long dream, in her dreams of being spread in the darkness. in the creek, just as climbing
into the mountains during the overall day, enthusiastically stinging dilapidated and quietly balancing red coral. Is hell the traveler? Going endlessly on the sea endless? The elderly man is thought to return home the day he turned from a torrential rain and saw only the empty backyard. A French VENDRE:
selling) brand exceptionally fixes. Desperate to close his eyes in the rain, and then open before the eyes of rivers and forests, the original fell when the water fled to the shore, how long have no dream that day? The elderly man would have been heated by the fire's alternately calm. He understood the
meaning of the journey a bit. From the day she left home, her journey never came to completion. This trip finds memories of his last redemption. Think of it, the seniors stred resolutely advance, mounted on debris full of debris, it came in the last city. There are colorful flowers scattered all over the
mountains, at the end a vermillion bricks root bungalows, like the memory of its waterfalls like red hair. The couple's front yard was planted with high roses, as vivid as the rise of the day of his proposal. The elderly sat in front of the house a moment, calm down the excited attitude after hitting through the
door. Although her red hair was still gorgeous with silver hair, her pajamas were blue in the jackets she loved wearing while travelling, white beds and white beds like the sail boat she gave her, leaving it. When he saw the adult return, he opened his eyes and gave him a last-minute smile. Life is a journey,
shiped away from their wives for their own adventure, but they lost their favorite scenery. Old man holding the envelope doesn't know how to deal with the elderly daughter, but his daughter smiled and pulled out of that childhood boat. This journey into life is not until the moment of death. The old veil
again, this time she brought her daughter and daughter, the beauty of the road will no longer be alone. Old People's Journey tells a story that's not enough to get on the screen, but its inexcusable details, just-in-time music changes and plays the story of Merrill Lynch. No question how you manipulate the
drag scene elements, they are safely without any traces of abrupt. This is the real journey of the elderly, or his death before a Southern Body dream? We don't know. However, if you choose, will you stay beside Hua Mei, or abandon everything else for you to come back? - APKAward.com APKAward.com
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